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Trigger Busting! 
 

 

My Primary Holiday Eating Style is:         

 

My Secondary Holiday Eating Style(s) is/are:        

             

 

 

The factors that trigger me to eat more than I would prefer are: 

             

             

             

             

             

             

 

 

What I want instead is:           

            

             

             

             

             

 

 

For each trigger, list a possible counter-strategy you could use to help you make a 

different choice: 

 

Trigger:    Counter Strategy: 

Ex: Feeling Deprived   Releasing rules and labels about food   
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Your Intentional Holiday Season! 
 

Consider the day-to-day activities you will be engaged in this holiday season, and create a 

powerful intention and action plan for each. Use a separate sheet of paper or journal if 

necessary. 

 

Day to Day:    

 

My typical daily routine is:           

             

             

             

 

 

The holidays impact this in these ways:         

             

             

 

 

The day-to-day experience I would like to have is:       

             

             

 

 

The way I would like to feel is:          

             

             

 

 

The risks/triggers I may encounter are:         

             

             

 

 

The boundaries I need to maintain are:         
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Intentional Holiday Day to Day cont’d 

 

 

 

 

I will support myself by:           

             

             

             

 

 

My daily pleasures will be:           

             

             

             

 

 

My daily non-negotiable commitments to myself are:       

             

             

             

 

 

My intention for day-to-day life this holiday season is:       

             

             

             

 

 

I will know I have been successful with this by:        
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Your Intentional Holiday Season! 
(Use this form for each event you plan to attend) 

 
Consider the holiday events, festivities, gatherings and celebrations you will be participating in 

this holiday season, and use this worksheet to create a powerful intention and action plan for 

each. 

 

 

Event:             

 

Others who will be in attendance are:         

             

 

 

The experience I would like to have is:         

             

             

 

 

The way I would like to feel is:          

             

 

 

The risks/triggers/sabotage I may encounter are:       

             

             

             

 

 

I will support myself by:           

             

             

             

 

 

My intention for this event is:          
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Chill Out!  

A Quick & Easy Meditation to Relieve Holiday Stress 
 

 

I love this meditation because it’s quick and easy (just 10 minutes will do it), it connects 

you with your body, and it is an active-mind style meditation. (Trying to “quiet my mind” 

has never worked for me!) 
 

• Sit in a comfortable chair with your feet flat on the floor and your spine straight. 

(You can do this cross-legged if that is comfortable for you). 

• Close your eyes and bring your attention to your breath, inhaling and exhaling 

slowly for a count of 5, with a brief pause at the top and the bottom of each breath. 

Complete about 5 breath cycles, allowing each one to wash away any traces of 

tension in your body and relax you more and more. 

• Imagine a golden vapor beginning to flow down from the Universe, in through the 

crown of your head, filling the top of your head with golden light. Notice the 

sensation as you put all of your attention on your crown, feeling this light bathing 

you with life force energy. As you hold your focus on the sensation, ask the 

Universe to keep you open to receive its Divine guidance, clarity, and unconditional 

love. 

• Now notice the golden vapor draining down further into your head, bringing your 

attention to the spot between your eyes (the third eye), and feel the golden light 

flowing and swirling there. As you notice the sensation, ask the Universe to open 

your third eye, to show you the way, to allow you to see what needs to be seen.  

• Next bring your attention to your throat, and notice the golden light filling your 

larynx, surrounding your vocal cords, and bathing your thyroid gland. As you tune 

into the sensation of this life fore energy filling your throat, ask that the Universe give 

you the ability to speak your truth with kindness, that you receive the right words to 

positively impact yourself and others.  

• Now bring your attention to your heart space, to the area right beneath your 

sternum, and see if you can sense an expansion as you connect with this spot. 

Imagine the golden vapor now completely filling your heart space, and cleansing 

your heart of any residue from past hurts or disappointments. Feel that golden light 

bathing and cleansing your heart as you ask the Universe to open you up to give 

and receive love, and to give you clarity around your deepest desires and purpose.  
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Chill Out (continued) 

 

• Next, notice the golden vapor draining even lower, and filling your abdomen and 

swirling all throughout your gut. Notice the warmth there as this loving life  

• force energy pulsates and flows, and as you connect to that feeling, ask the 

Universe to connect you with your gut wisdom and with your intuitive guidance, and 

to give you the courage to honor that inner knowing. 

• As the golden vapor continues to drain down, bring your attention to your pelvis 

and feel the life force energy activating your creative and sexual center. This is the 

source of your Divine feminine creative power, and a source of joyous self-

expression. Allow the golden light to fill and activate this space, and ask the 

Universe to support you in all forms of creativity and sexual expression. 

• Finally, notice the golden vapor pooling around the base of your spine at the 

tailbone and radiating down your legs and out the soles of your feet, connecting 

you to the earth. As you notice the sensation in your sacrum and legs, ask the 

Universe to help you remember your connection to Mother Earth, to help you feel 

grounded and anchored in love and compassion, and to receive the life force 

energy that also flows upward into you from the earth.  

• Notice now that life force energy is flowing up in through the soles of your feet as it 

continues to flow down through the crown of your head, and bring your awareness 

to these two energies dancing and swirling inside of you, cleansing you of what no 

longer serves and filling you with life force, clarity, and love.  

• Take a few more full breath cycles and open your eyes when you are ready. 

 

Note: I find it particularly useful to get answers to my questions when I first drop down 

into the heart space or perhaps the gut. For example, if I have a decision to make or 

am seeking guidance, I might ask, “What am I to do about xyz”, or “How can I achieve 

XYZ”, or “What’s my next step about XYZ?” I find that the answer just comes to me 

when I connect with these inner knowing centers. 

 

Spend as much time you like on any particular area that is wanting some attention. 

Sometimes I find that I need more time with my throat chakra, sometimes more with 

my heart. On occasion it takes me a little longer to connect with certain areas. Trust the 

flow of what wants to happen for you and take as much time as you need to feel 

complete and move on. 

 


